lo-ii September
they made for Jersey. George produced an atlas and said they
would use that for navigation; he only had charts for the North
Sea. When asked by the crew where they were going, he said
they might be going fishing for oysters for pearls. The vessel
next made for a port in Spain, but before they reached there
the name and fishing letters were blacked out. The crew were
then told that they were going to Capetown, and the log-book
was faked to this effect. By this time inquiries were being made
about the missing ship. At Dakar a representative of Lloyd's
offered to have the engine repaired, but George replied that it
was a special one, and he had promised the owners not to let
anyone look at it for seven months. While arrangements were
in process to detail the ship, she sailed away. The Girl Pat then
appeared at Georgetown, where the Orsbornes were finally
arrested.
Friday n	franco-polish friendship
M. Bastid, the French Minister of Industry and Commerce,
has gone to Warsaw. The purpose of his visit is to establish
contact with the competent Polish authorities with a view to the
closer technical and economic collaboration foreseen in the
arrangements concluded between the French and Polish
military leaders a few days ago.
spain
While the insurgents are at bay, new armies are being raised
and equipped. In Madrid the Cabinet issues edict after edict
regulating the conditions under which citizens may be arrested
and tried, whilst the unions and syndicates continue to arrest,
judge, and execute. Bodies of the executed are often abandoned
in the streets till collected by the sanitary authorities. In other
cases guards remain on duty by the victims, pistol on hip, and
smoking, while gathering crowds close in on the corpses like
buzzing flies. On Sunday, 24 August, many distinguished
political prisoners were shot in the Model Prison. One report
says that Syndicalists, wishing to liberate their comrades—
common criminals—rushed the prison, started the fire, rescued
their friends and shot down the rest. Another says that some
prisoners obtained arms by bribing the officials and fought their
way out. A conservative estimate gives the death-roll up to date
as 3,000.
The Government forces have attempted-"'to recapture
Majorca. A force of 6,000 men sailed from Barcelona; 2,000
were killed in the landing. The survivors ultimately withdrew
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